
THE NEW UMPIRE  
Looking the part and creating the right impression 

 
 
1.  BEFORE THE MATCH 
 
 
DRESS AND EQUIPMENT 
 

• Clothing and footwear – clothing clean and pressed. Shoes clean and 
predominantly white (if possible).  

• Basic equipment – hat, watch, ball counter, notebook, pen (carry a spare), 
overs tracking card, sprig tightener, pocketknife/scissors, spare bail, band 
aids, fly repellent, sunscreen, lip balm (SPF 50+), bowler marker. 

• Greg Chappell Cricket Hats are not recommended. Please wear a white Lawn 
Bowls hat with the NSWCUSA hat band. 

 
 
LAWS AND PLAYING CONDITIONS 
 

• Regular Laws revision – four to five Laws per week. 

• Familiarise with the Playing Conditions applicable to the match – make sure 
you know the match format and the conditions applicable to it. 

 
THERE’S NEVER AN EXCUSE FOR NOT KNOWING THE LAWS AND PLAYNG 

CONDITIONS. 
 
 
CREATING THE THIRD TEAM 
 

• If possible, contact your partner before the match, especially if you don’t 
know them- discuss the time you will arrive at the ground and what you will 
be wearing to the ground, this will assist in making a strong first impression 
with the players who will see you are a team. 

 
MATCH DAY PREPARATIONS 
 

• Work out how to get to the ground if you haven’t been there before. 

• Give yourself plenty of time – you want to arrive as relaxed as possible. 

• Eat and drink well before you leave home and take plenty of fluids with you. 

• Hydrate in advance of matchday – it is recommended to drink 3L of water on 
each of the two days prior to play. Sipping water, rather than consuming 
large quantities at once, aids absorption of the fluids. 

• Arrive at the ground at least one hour before match start time.  
 



2.  MATCH DAY – AT THE GROUND 
 

• Wait for your partner to arrive. 

• Inspect the ground together and meet with the groundsman (if present). 

• Confirm boundaries and any unusual ground features. 

• If you have to, set up the wickets. 

• Confirm the Playing Conditions and the interpretations you will apply i.e. leg 
side wides in limited over matches.  

• Meet the captains and, if feasible, be dressed in on field attire and present at 
the toss. Confirm Playing Conditions, interval times, local ground rules and 
any other aspects. 

• Confirm nominated players by observing team sheets. 

• Meet with the scorers (if present) and confirm Playing Conditions including 
interval times etc. Find out where they will be sitting. 

• Be ready to take the field about five mins before scheduled start time. Let the 
teams know when you are going out. 

• Select your starting end. One way you may want to do this is to complete a 
bail toss with your partner – whichever way the longer spigot lands is the end 
that the taller umpire starts at. 

 
ON THE FIELD 
 

• Inspect the new ball from the fielding team prior to play beginning – ensure 
it is the correct sized ball (men’s/women’s). 

• Giving guard – stand up to the wicket, don’t crouch, and confirm with the 
striker. Standard guards are middle (centre), middle and leg (two legs), leg 
(one leg).  

• Setting sightscreens – confirm what the bowler is bowling and assume that 
bowling action on the popping crease. Keep your arm raised until the striker 
is happy with the screen position. 

• If no sight screens, confirm to the striker the bowler’s action i.e. right arm 
over, left arm around. 

• Confirm scorers are ready. 

• Positioning at bowler’s end, about 1.5 to 2 metres directly behind the 
stumps, in most cases. Make sure you have a clear view of the creases where 
the bowler will be landing. Work with the bowler where necessary, however, 
make sure you feel safe and able to see what you need to. 

• The stance – be comfortable. Suggest arms at your sides, knees slightly bent, 
weight slightly forward to assist in quicker push off for quick singles. 

• Count the number of fielders on the field before starting the match. 

• Calling “Play” – loud and confident. 

• Switching up and down – between deliveries. Work out your ‘trigger point’. 

• Counting deliveries and ‘two to go’ – signal to your partner. Also confirm 
number of deliveries remaining after a no ball, wide, or if there has been 
anything unusual happen – a delay in play for injury for example. 



• Head position and gaze transition from bowler’s feet to the striker’s end – 
keep you head still but lift your eyes from popping crease to the striker’s 
end. Don’t attempt to track the ball but wait for it to come into your viewing 
frame.  

• Positioning when the batsmen take runs – as a general rule, When the ball is 
hit in front of square, go to the opposite side. If the ball is hit behind square 
go to the same side. The non-negotiable is, if the ball is hit in the ‘V’ go to the 
opposite side. Aim to be in a side-on position, with a view of the popping 
crease and wicket, ideally in line with the popping crease. No need to go too 
deep, 1-1.5 pitch widths is adequate. 

• Tracking the ball and watching for the touch downs – don’t turn your back on 
the ball if at all possible. Turn side on to the pitch, think of it as ‘shoulder to 
the ball’. This means you can watch both the ball being fielded and the 
batsmen touching down if running more than one with just a turn of your 
head, rather than your whole body. If the ball is close to the boundary, the 
fielding is the priority rather than the touch down. 

• Calling and signalling – loud and confident: “sell” your call. Do not turn to the 
scorers until the ball is dead. Wait for the scorers to acknowledge the signal.  

• Answering appeals – again, look and sound confident. Don’t be a “trigger 
finger” but don’t take too long either. Consistency is desirable. NEVER look 
to your partner for guidance unless to confirm the ball carried or was caught 
cleanly.  

• Utilise all opportunities to consume fluids at breaks in play to ensure you 
remain hydrated during the course of the day. 

 
AT THE STRIKER’S END 
 

• It’s not a rest break – there’s plenty to do, including supporting your partner. 
There’s no excuse for switching off. 

• Positioning – suggest about 20 metres, depending on fielder position. No 
need to move in for possible run outs. Straddle the popping crease.   

• Watching the bowler – action and height of delivery. Striker’s end umpire is 
often best placed to make these judgements. 

• Watching the striker – what is the focal point? Suggest foot/feet and bat. 

• Watching the ‘keeper – be alert for encroachments and clean breaking of the 
wicket. 

• Checking the position of fielders – two behind square and inside/outside the 
circles for limited over matches. 

• Watching for hit wicket – don’t immediately follow the ball as hit. 

• Tracking the ball in the field and checking for touch downs – same principles 
as at the bowler’s end. 

• Be on the move when appropriate before the ball is dead if crossing over for 
left-handers: anticipate. Play should not be delayed waiting for you to change 
sides.  

 
 

 



 

TEAMWORK 
 

• Non-verbal communication – establish an understanding. Look at your 
partner after every ball. Before the match, discuss any signals that you are 
going to use during play. 

• Off the bat/off the pad – tap the hand/leg. Cross arms for no touch at all. 

• Interval approaching. Be aware of teams perhaps not being ready for drinks 
as they approach: work with the captains.  

• Ball carrying – call for the ball from the fielding team at all breaks and collect 
in your small plastic bag complying with COVID safe practice. 

• Chats at the fall of a wicket – recommended, but best to not seek 
confirmation of your previous call. Do not offer your view unless asked and 
then do not undermine your partner’s confidence.  

• Chats at a wicket should be brief where possible - the players will mirror you - 
if you are taking your time to be back in position, then they will take their 
time to be back in position. 

• When a wicket does fall, if you and your partner come together, position 
yourself so you can see both the fielding huddle as well as the outgoing 
batter – potentially for any Code of Conduct incidents – remembering to 
abide by physical distancing. 

• Encourage your partner when a good decision has been made (a subtle 
gesture).  

• Checking with the scorers at breaks – make sure the scorers agree. Don’t 
resume play until they do. Check that they recorded any unusual situations 
correctly i.e. penalty runs, overthrows.   

• During play, if there are any strange incidents, make a note in your notebook 
to discuss with the scorers at the next break. 

 
COMMUNICATION 
 

• Work with the captains – involve them as much as possible. 

• Chatting with players is not recommended aside from friendly greetings. 
Don’t initiate chats and don’t extend them – you need to concentrate.   

• Dealing with player responses – set the standards on what is acceptable or 
not. Disappointment does not automatically equal dissent.  

• Answering questions and enquiries – never seek to justify your decision and 
don’t enter into arguments. Answer in terms of your assessment of what 
happened: “in my opinion he got a touch on it”, rather than “he nicked it”. 
Keep the answer short and sharp (without being blunt) and based on your 
view of what took place: don’t automatically agree with the players.   

• Umpires should never offer an explanation for a decision unless asked. When 
asked, keep the response succinct. 

• Keeping in control of the match – when and how to intervene. Support each 
other. Always involve the captains – control of their players is their 
responsibility.  



• Threatening weather/ground conditions – confer regularly and anticipate. 
Better to come off early than later.  

• Deciding when and if to start or resume play – work together and consult 
with the ground staff if available. It is important that umpires are seen to be 
regularly monitoring conditions. Inspect the ground together and confer 
away from the players. Present a united front. 

 
 

3.  POST-MATCH 
 

• Avoid post-mortem discussions – reviewing and explaining decisions, 
especially to players, is a no-win exercise. Do not apologise for decisions you 
may later realise were incorrect.  

• Maintain the teamwork in post-match duties, especially if reporting. Always 
support your partner, even if you did not see or hear the incident.  

• Be willing to offer honest feedback if your partner seeks it and be willing to 
seek feedback on your own performance. 

• Enjoy any post-match drinks or function, but don’t impose yourself – the 
game is for the players.  


